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BLOODWORKS NORTHWEST AND OUR CULINARY COMMUNITY TO LAUNCH SAVOR LIFE.
SAVE A LIFE., A CAMPAIGN IN RESPONSE TO OUR REGION’S BLOOD EMERGENCY; GOAL IS TO
SECURE 10,000 NEW AND RE-ENGAGED DONORS BY JUNE 30
The campaign features critically acclaimed chefs, restaurant owners, wineries, breweries,
bakeries, farmers markets and gourmands supporting two industries that have shifted, evolved
and have shown resilience throughout the pandemic
SEATTLE, Wash. (February 24, 2022) – Bloodworks Northwest is partnering with Washington and
Oregon chefs, restaurant and food brand owners, wineries, breweries and culinary gourmands to
educate and inspire thousands in our region to donate blood. Although these two industries have been
hit hard during the pandemic they hope that by adapting, showing resilience and forming this alliance,
the culinary industry will rally together around the table to make impact and save lives. Now through
the end of June, Bloodworks Northwest will host SAVOR LIFE. SAVE A LIFE., a community initiative with
the goal of recruiting 10,000 new and re-engaged blood donors to support patients at local hospitals
who rely on blood transfusions for cancer treatment, surgeries, and bleeding disorders.

The nation’s blood supply remains at one of its lowest levels in recent years, and the Pacific Northwest is
experiencing dangerously low levels – hovering at less than one day’s supply of certain critical blood
types. Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, blood donations have been down 35% due to
would-be blood donors avoiding public spaces, including blood donor centers, the spread of COVID, and
confusion over donation eligibility after receiving vaccination.
In an effort to stabilize the blood supply, Bloodworks Northwest is teaming up with the culinary industry
to educate, share and raise awareness around the importance and impact of blood donation.
“Since the pandemic started, maintaining our community’s blood supply has faced numerous
challenges,” said Curt Bailey, president and CEO of Bloodworks Northwest. “Blood is essential medicine
and blood donors are critical to public health. We are grateful to have the culinary community come
together in partnership – using their voices to elevate the urgent need for blood donation by educating
and inspiring. Food and blood are community lifelines, and we invite everyone in this space to join us.”
The initial culinary campaign coalition includes:
•

Jason Wilson, The Lakehouse Bellevue

•

Holly Smith, Café Juanita

•

Ethan Stowell, Ethan Stowell Restaurants

•

Preeti Agarwal, Meesha and Kricket Club

•

Laura Clise, Intentionalist

•

Amy and Jeri Andrews, XOBC Cellars

•

Ben and Megan Campbell, Ben’s Bread pop ups

•

Sharelle Klaus, DRY Botanical Bubbly

•

Shota Nakajima, Taku Restaurant and Banzai Teriyaki

•

Tamara Murphy, Terra Plata

•

Thierry Rautureau, The Chef in the Hat

•

Tom Douglas, Tom Douglas Restaurants

•

Angela Shen, DOMO Collective and Savor Seattle Food Tours

•

Pike Place Market

•

Seattle Good Business Network, organizer of Seattle Restaurant Week

•

Seattle Neighborhood Farmers Markets

•

Woodinville Wine Country

•

Three Magnets Brewing Co. and Lucky Envelope Brewing

•

Uber Eats

The coalition is encouraging everyone in the culinary space to become part of the campaign by visiting
the website, www.bloodworksnw.org/savorlife, downloading the campaign’s digital and on-premise
promotional kit, and customizing any number of creative ways to help promote blood donation.
“There’s nothing that brings us all together more than food,” said Wilson whose entrepreneurial spirit is
evident in such endeavors as The Lakehouse Bellevue, the modern speakeasy inspired Civility & Unrest,
the previous Miller’s Guild in downtown Seattle, and the former critically acclaimed Crush. “Around the
table, we find ways to share our emotions and connect with our friends, family and peers. Just as we’ve
missed these times together since the beginning of pandemic, we are also missing another important
lifeline in our community: blood. I am honored to work with my friends in the culinary community to
help Bloodworks spearhead the conversation through this collaborative campaign – and giving the gift of
life.”
Wilson has a keen appreciation of the need for blood donation. He was born with a small hole in his
heart. Years later, when he opened his first restaurant, he was told he needed to address it. As a result,
when he went in for surgery, there had to be four units of blood on hand in the operating room.
“I think we’d all be surprised how our friends and families have been affected by blood donation,”
Wilson added. “Or when we all might need it.”
The SAVOR LIFE. SAVE A LIFE. campaign will launch on Thursday, March 3, during a gathering of
participating chefs, culinary leaders and Bloodworks representatives at The Lakehouse Bellevue. During
the event, Bailey, Wilson and other campaign spokespeople will share their stories and desire to bring
our community together through blood donation.
Only 38% of the population is eligible to donate blood, due to health and age requirements and other
key factors; and only 10% of eligible donors give blood. Due to this small pool of donors, Bloodworks

Northwest and the culinary community are urging those who can, to donate blood regularly. In
Washington and Oregon, 1,000 donors per day are needed to keep the blood supply at a safe and
reliable level. And every two seconds, someone in our region needs blood. It does not take much for the
supply to drop—one snowstorm, one tragedy, one heatwave can send it back to an unsafe level. (For
more information on eligibility, please visit www.bloodworksnw.org/donate/eligibility.)
The SAVOR LIFE. SAVE A LIFE. campaign will also include a monthly giveaway. Anyone who donates
blood can enter to win one-of-a-kind culinary prizes, including the March prize of an exclusive dinner for
8 prepared by Chef Wilson, featuring appetizers and a custom menu design, a case of wine from
Woodinville Wine Country, and a case of DRY Botanical Bubbly. Prior to dinner, Klaus will create some
fun mocktails with DRY Botanical Bubbly from her book, A Guide to Zero-Proof Cocktails.
For more information about SAVOR LIFE. SAVE A LIFE., to download a campaign kit, learn about
upcoming events, the giveaways and scheduling a blood donation, please visit
www.bloodworksnw.org/savorlife.
About Bloodworks Northwest
Bloodworks Northwest is backed by 75 years of Northwest history and 250,000 donors. It is local,
nonprofit, independent, volunteer-supported and community-based. A recognized leader in transfusion
medicine, Bloodworks serves patients at hospitals in Washington, Oregon and Alaska—partnering closely
with local hospitals to deliver the highest level of patient care. Comprehensive services include blood
components, complex cross-matching, specialized lab services for organ transplants, care for patients
with blood disorders, and collection of cord blood stem cells for cancer treatment. Bloodworks Research
Institute performs leading-edge research in blood biology, transfusion medicine, blood storage and
treatment of blood disorders. Patients with traumatic injuries, undergoing surgeries or organ
transplantation, or receiving treatment for cancer and blood disorders all depend on our services,
expertise, laboratories and research. Blood donation appointments can be scheduled at
bloodworksnw.org/savorlife
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